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1. Introduction 

A national consultation workshop on ‘Brick Sector in Nepal - National Strategic Policy Actions’ 

was jointly organized by ICIMOD, FNBI, and MinErgy on 26th May 2017 at Hotel Radisson, 

Kathmandu. A draft report on National Strategic Policy Actions, which is expected to provide 

decision makers necessary tools and information for effective policy formulation and policy 

implementation to transform the brick-making sector, was presented in the workshop for further 

discussion, feedback and refinement. The workshop also provide platform to identify common 

issues/challenges, share on-going efforts and good practices and discuss on possible future 

actions to improve brick kiln conditions. 

The workshop was divided into three different sessions – the Inauguration Session, Technical 

Session and the Discussion Session. The workshop started at 10.00 AM and concluded at 13.00 

PM. The workshop was attended by 69 participants representing key government stakeholders, 

brick entrepreneurs, development partners and experts engaged in the sector. The workshop 

schedule is attached in Annex-1 and the participant’s attendance is attached in Annex-2. 

2. Inaugural Session 

Mr. Satrughan Pudasini – Director General, DCSI was the chief guest and Mr. Narayan Timilsina 

– Joint Secretary of MoPE was the Guest of Honor of the inaugural session. Other distinguished 

guests on the stage were Dr. David James Molden - Director General, ICIMOD, Mr. Krishna 

Gyawali - Team Leader of this study, Mr. Mohan Katuwal -Vice President of FNCSI and Mr. 

Mahendra Chitrakar, President of FNBI.   

The session started with the welcome speech from Dr. David Molden. He talked about why and 

how ICIMOD is involved in this initiative. Since air pollution is a major concern in mountains 

and brick kiln are one of the major sources of air pollution, ICIMOD took a lead in the region for 

monitoring emission and making national level policy for brick kilns. He also appreciated the 

effort put in by the team to complete the study. 

The team leader, Mr. Krishna Gyawali, presented the synopsis of the study. He explained the 

process adopted for formulating the National Policy Framework.  He also briefly explained the 

major constituents in the policy framework and highlighted the major strategies adopted for 

recommending policy actions.  He said policy actions have been recommended while assessing 

their efficiency, effectiveness, and ability to be implemented. 

The Vice-President of FNCSI, Mr. Mohan Katuwal highlighted the issues on implementation of 

policies. He stressed that policies which helps to sustain, improve and develop the industries are 

needed. He explained that government should focus more on developing brick industry zone and 

address manpower issues. Also, he suggested brick owners should be concerned about health 

and environmental issues related to the industry. 
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Mr. Mahendra Chitrakar, President of FNBI, mentioned that the policy implementation is very 

weak and there is less help from the government to modernize the sector. He also suggested that 

government should closely inspect the brick industries, their location, working condition, license 

and taxation. He concluded saying that advanced brick firing technologies for energy efficiency 

and environment friendliness should be adopted. 

The guest of honor, Joint Secretary of Ministry of Population and Environment, Mr. Narayan 

Timilsina spoke on the sustainability of brick industries. He warned about the threat of bricks 

being imported from other countries, in lack of proper policies and implementation. He also 

talked about the need for improvement in civil work of brick kilns and technologies for lesser 

emissions. 

Mr. Satrughan Pudasini , Director General of DCSI, the chief guest of the workshop quoted that 

the whole world has been affected by air pollution and brick sector is one of the most sensitive 

sectors. Thus, he stressed on identification of industrial zone, soil test for high quality brick 

production and planning before establishing brick industry. He indicated that brick 

entrepreneurs should adopt the advanced technologies for better environmental performance. 

Also, as he said, child labor issues should be minimized, proper child care centers and primary 

health care centers should be establish in every brick kiln. He informed that the online registration 

of industries is being developed and that the department is ready to lead the projects related to 

brick sector if any donor agency is interested.  

3. Technical Session 

Mr. Mats Eriksson, Regional Programme Manager, ICIMOD, gave the introduction about Climate 

and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) and its initiatives. He explained about the Short Lived Climate 

Pollutants (SLCPs) emitted from brick industries and its impacts on human health, agriculture 

and ecosystems. He also presented the importance of cutting down SLCP emission to mitigate 

global warming, avoid premature deaths, avoid loss of crops and increase tourism. 

Activities of CCAC, ‘Brick production Initiative’ was presented by Ms. Bidya Banmali Pradhan, 

Programme Coordinator, ICIMOD. She infomred about the three working regions of CCAC 

which are Latin America, Asia and Africa. In South Asia, brick sector is one of the major 

contributors of air pollution. She mentioned that CCAC focus areas are policy, training, 

knowledge dissemination and measurement protocol. And the objectives of CCAC are to reduce 

SLCP, replace or convert outdated technologies with advanced technologies and establish global 

expert group and network for consolidation. She also discussed about the four important 

components of CCAC project which includes Policy and Advocacy Network (PAN Global), 

Regional Policy and Advocacy Network- for Asia, Climate Accounting, Measurement and 

Analysis (CLIAMA) and Technology and Training Nodes. 
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Program Director of MinErgy, Suyesh Prajapati, presented on ‘Issues and Policy 

Recommendations on Industry Promotion and Environment and Technology’. The issues existing 

under Industry Promotion include kiln registration and operation, multiple taxation, incentives 

for change. For Environment and Technology cluster the major issues are on emission standard, 

technology roadmap, incentives for cleaner technologies, coal quality and clay availability. He 

then presented policy recommendations for each cluster of issues. Some of the major 

recommendations are to initiate online registration of brick kilns, develop dedicated brick 

manufacturing zones, collect VAT for central government and apply consolidated taxation at sub- 

national government, develop bylaws and guidelines for delivery of incentive mechanism, 

prepare uniform emission standard, define time bound emission targets and develop preferential 

policy to promote hollow/perforated bricks. 

The next two clusters of issues identified were explained by Managing Director of MinErgy, Usha 

Maskey Manandhar. Those two clusters are Labor Conditions and Monitoring and Enforcement. 

Under labor conditions, the major issues are on workplace and environment conditions, child 

labor and protections. She then explained the issues related to Monitoring and Enforcement. The 

major recommendations are to accelerate approval of proposed minimum OHS standards, revise 

DCSI guidelines and IEE format, accelerate approval of child labor 3R guideline and make 

employers accountable with cost implications for repatriation of unaccompanied children. She 

then presented a framework and functional mechanism of multi-stakeholders joint monitoring 

committee. The committee monitors overall function of system and develops guidelines for 

monitoring mechanisms and has arrangement for accreditation and certification of 

institutions/laboratories for monitoring.   

The presentation slides of Suyesh Prajapati and Usha Maskey Manandhar are attached in Annex-

3. 

4. Discussion Session 

This session was moderated by team leader, Mr. Krishna Gyawali. Participants gave their 

feedback/ suggestions and also raised wide range issues to include in the policy document. The 

major issues/suggestions from the floor were on  animal right and welfare in brick industries, 

child labor and child trafficking, lack of access to education of the foreign children residing in 

brick industry, health impact assessment, energy efficiency and collaboration with universities 

for research activities. The issues and feedbacks from the floor were documented in meta-cards 

for record and further analysis. These issues/suggestions have been complied and presented in 

Annex-4. 
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5. Conclusion 

Transformation in the brick sector has been slow and low-scale, which is largely a result of lack 

of industry friendly policies and the weak enforcement mechanism. This policy framework which 

has been developed specifically for the brick sector is expected to help brick sector energy 

efficient, environment friendly and socially responsive. The workshop was interactive and had 

good participation. The suggestion and feedback from participants will further help in refinement 

of the recommended policies and eventually helps decision makers for effective policy 

formulation and implementation to transform the brick-making sector. 
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6. Annex 

Annex 1: Workshop Schedule  
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Annex 2: Participants List  
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Annex 3: Presentation Slides   

National Consultation Workshop

Annex 3

Brick Sector in Nepal -

National Strategic Policy Actions

26 May 2017, Kathmandu Nepal

 

National Consultation Workshop 
Brick Sector in Nepal –

National Strategic Policy Actions

Krishna Gyawali
Team Leader

26 May 2017
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Background

• “National Policy Framework” aimed at making the industry more 
energy-efficient, environment-friendly and socially responsive

• Goal – to contribute to reducing black carbon and CO2 emissions

• Team Members – Krishna Gyawali, Mahendra B Chitrakar, Suyesh
Prajapati, Usha Maskey

• The Framework includes 

– Portfolio of policies (existing and in pipeline)

– Review of policies - policy gaps and issues

– Recommendations

 

Process/Methodology
• Literature review

– Acts, Rules/Regulations, Guidelines and Standards

– International (regional) policies

• Consultation meetings

– Government agencies (national and district)

– Four regional consultations

– Sector experts

• Recommendations

– Feasible, implementable
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Reviewed Policies
• Industrial Enterprises Act, 2049 and 2073

• Land Use Policy, 2069

• Environment Protection Act, 2053 and Rules 2054

• Labor Act, 2048 and Rules, 2050 (1993)

• Child Labor (Prohibition and Regulation) Act, 2056 and Rules, 2062

• National Ambient Air Quality Standards, 2069

• Value Added Tax Act, 2052 and Rules, 2053

• Standard on Chimney Height and Emission for Brick Kiln Industry, 
2064

In Pipeline

• Land Use Bill

• Standard on Chimney Height and Emission for Brick Kiln Industry

• Labor Act

• Minimum Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) Standards for Brick 
Industry Workers

 

Consulted Stakeholders 

• Government Agencies

– MoI, MoPE, MoLRM, MoWCSW, DoI, DCSI, CSIDB, DoL, IRD, 

DoEnv,

– OCSI, DDCs, DFO, Labor Office, 

• Brick Entrepreneurs and District Associations – 6 consultations with 

more than 80 entrepreneurs

• Sector Experts
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Strategic Recommendations

Recommendations are focused on:

• Industry Promotion 

– Road map with long-term vision along with short-term 

measures

– Incentivizing (fiscal and non-fiscal)

• Environment and Technology

– Technology-neutral emission standards

– Product standardization, diversification, fuel substitution, 

advanced technology

 

Strategic Recommendations

Recommendations are focused on:

• Labor Conditions

– Inclusion of policies in the Guideline

– Zero occurrence of unaccompanied child labor

– Approval of the Guideline on Rescue, Repatriation and 

Rehabilitation (3R)

• Monitoring and Enforcement

– Joint monitoring, enforcement and incentive mechanism 

with multi-stakeholder engagement

– Performance linked to license renewal process
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National Consultation Workshop 
Brick Sector in Nepal - National Strategic Policy Actions 

Industry Promotion
Environment & Technology 

Suyesh Prajapati
Program Director

MinErgy
26 May 2017

 

Industry Promotion

Kiln Registration and Operation - Issues

 Lengthy and cumbersome registration process

 Engagement of multiple government agencies (VDC, DFO, 
OCSI/CSIDB, DDC) resulting in procedural delays

 Challenges due to rapid and haphazard expansion of 
settlements

 Expanding settlements is shrinking land availability, clay 
availability and  for brick making and creating other social 
disturbances in brick kiln operation
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Industry Promotion

Kiln Registration and Operation - Recommendations

 Initiate online registration of brick kilns 

 Develop dedicated brick manufacturing zones/clusters for new 
kilns

 Provision of simplified IEE/EIA for the brick zones and exclude 
requirement of IEE/EIA for individual kilns

 Provision of Environment and Social Management Plan (ESMP) 
for individual kiln

 Assure operation of newly registered brick kiln at least for 10 
years, unless non-compliance

 

Industry Promotion

Multiple Taxation - Issues

 Inconsistent and multiple taxes - itta nikasi kar’, ‘sthaniya
sanchalan kar’, ‘mato nikasi kar’, ‘samajik surkshya kar’, ‘itta bikri
kar’, ‘ghar/jagga bhada kar’ in addition to VAT 

 Non-registered brick kilns are in operations and do not fall into 
tax regime

Multiple Taxation - Recommendations

 Collect VAT for central government and apply consolidated 
taxation at sub-national government

 Immediate close down of non-registered brick kilns
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Industry Promotion

Incentives for Change - Issues

 No action against illegal kilns whereas registered are more 
scrutinized 

 Lack of incentive delivery mechanism hence provision to 
reward good practices are not implemented

Incentives for Change - Recommendations

 Develop bylaws and guidelines for delivery of incentive 
mechanism

 Incentivize the compliance monitoring and enforcement 
mechanism by providing both fiscal and non-fiscal resources to 
government institutions

 

Environment and Technology

Emission Standard - Issues

 Weak monitoring and enforcement of existing standards

 Most monitoring are limited only within Kathmandu Valley

 Existing standards are not stringent enough to curtail pollution 
from brick kilns

 New standards are proposed without proper baseline studies

 Neither the capacity of brick industries has been assessed nor 
has the required support mechanism been placed to achieve 
proposed standards
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Environment and Technology
Emission Standard - Recommendations

 Prepare uniform emission standard instead of technology 
specific emission standard

 Define time bound emission targets, this provides a direction as 
well as sufficient time for future improvement 

 Prepare a standardized monitoring protocol 

 Prepare a guidelines to take actions against non-compliance 

Proposed Standard Time Frame

 450 mg/m3  With immediate effect (nation-wide)

 350 mg/m3  With immediate effect for sensitive locations
(Kathmandu Valley and Lumbini)

 250 mg/m3  By 2021

 100 mg/m3  By 2030

 

Environment and Technology

Technology Roadmap and Incentives for Cleaner Technologies - Issues

 No long-term roadmap nor there is a clear policy for technology 
promotion

 Clamps, the most traditional technology, are still in operation

 Difficult for mainstream brick entrepreneurs to compete with 
those non-registered kilns

 Rumors to ban the operation of brick kilns within Kathmandu 
Valley ~ demanding a clear roadmap

 There are no fiscal and non-fiscal incentives for technologies 
that emit low level of emissions despite different standards for 
different technologies
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Environment and Technology

Technology Roadmap and Incentives for Cleaner Technologies -
Recommendations

 Stop registration of fixed chimney BTKs with straight line firing 
with immediate effect

 For hilly regions, define the regions and regularize operation of 
intermittent updraft or downdraft kilns (only with permanent 
structure and stack)

 Ban operation of non-registered brick kilns with immediate 
effect

 Provide preferential registration process and assist in accessing 
soft loan or revenue-based incentives to adopt modern 
technologies such as Hybrid-Hoffman and Tunnel Kiln

 

Environment and Technology

Coal Quality - Issues

 No prescribed standard of coal and quality of coal is never 
officially checked 

 Poor quality of coal is one of the prime causes of high sulfur and 
PM emissions

Coal Quality - Recommendations

 Make mandatory provision to substitute 25% coal by locally 
available alternative fuel in brick industries by 2025

 Ban on import of pet coke with immediate effect
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Environment and Technology

Clay Availability and Brick Size - Issues

 Shortage of good quality clay is one of the major challenges for 
brick kilns

 Use of top-soil for making bricks are degrading agricultural 
land 

 No uniformity of brick size, growing tendency to produce 
thicker bricks 

 

Environment and Technology
Clay Availability and Brick Size – Recommendation 

 Replace 20% of solid brick production with hollow/perforated 
bricks by 2025

 Develop standards for hollow and perforated bricks

 Make preferential provisions in public procurement policies to 
use hollow/perforated bricks in public buildings

 Support access to finance to buy machineries for brick 
entrepreneurs willing to produce hollow/perforated bricks. 

 Provide trainings to brick entrepreneurs as well as masons for 
production and application of hollow/perforated brick

 Review existing standards for solid bricks and make mandatory 
provision to use standard size brick in public construction

 Include indicator on topsoil conservation in monitoring and 
license renewal process. 
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National Consultation Workshop 
Brick Sector in Nepal - National Strategic Policy Actions 

Labor Conditions
Monitoring and Enforcement

Usha Maskey
Managing Director

MinErgy
26 May 2017

 

Labor Conditions
Workplace and Employment Conditions - Issues

 Poor basic workplace facilities – water, toilets, first aid, OHS 
preventive measures

 Policy provisions not yet reflected in standards/guidelines for 
implementation

 Doubts about full compliance and feasibility of policies

 Maximum permissible dust particles, heat exposure limit, 
shelter size, relaxation space

 Practice of wage determination and payment system –
transparency and cyclic advance system
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Labor Conditions
Workplace and Employment Conditions - Recommendations

 Accelerate approval of proposed Minimum Standards (with 
required revision)

 Revise the DCSI guideline and IEE format

 Maintain the Standards in line with National Standards on 
Ambient Air Quality – 2012 – dust particles

 Revise heat exposure, shelter size standards

 Devise and include clear indicators of employment conditions 
in the monitoring mechanism

 

Child Labor and Protection
 Accompanied children working with guardinas

 Unaccompanied children (also cross-boarder) ~ high risk of 
trafficking

 Identification of unaccompanied children

 Absence of approved and standardized guideline of removal, 
repatriation and rehabilitation

 Absence of policy provision of school transfer certificate for 
accompanied children

Recommendations

 Have target for zero occurrence of unaccompanied child labor

 Accelerate approval of Child Labor 3R Guideline

 Make employers and naikes accountable with cost implications 
for repatriation

 Employ school transfer certification provision in the education 
policy
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Monitoring and Enforcement
 No regular compliance monitoring

 Monitoring and corrective actions only on public pressure

 Lack of coordinated effort for inspection and/or compliance 
monitoring by multiple agencies

 No standardized monitoring/inspection protocol and methodology 
~ legitimacy and credibility on the results and institutions

 Limited capacity and resources (financial, HR, skills, equipment) 
of government agencies (DoL, DCWB, DoEnv, DCSI) for regular 
inspection and monitoring

 Monitoring results not linked to action plan and thus actions 
against compliance

 Very few policy incentives and lack of incentive delivery 
mechanism

 Include representatives of local labor office, DCWB and other 
relevant govt offices in the joint monitoring/inspection team

 

Monitoring and Enforcement
Joint Monitoring Committee (Multi-Stakeholders)

- Develop guideline for the monitoring mechanism
- Monitor overall functioning of the system
- Arrange for accreditation and certification of institutions/laboratories.

Department of 
Environment

Develop guidelines for 
accreditation and certification 

of emission monitoring 
institutes/ laboratories

Accredited 
Institution

Monitoring and Issuance of 
“Environmental Compliance 

Certificate” 

Department 
of Labor

Develop guidelines 
for monitoring and 

certification

Accredited 
Institution

Monitoring and 
Issuance of “Labor 

Compliance 
Certificate” 

Brick Kiln License Renewed

Review of application and 
compliance reports

OCSI/CSIDB

Application for License 
Renew along with the 

compliance reports

Compliance 
Monitoring Reports

Brick Kiln 
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Thank You!!!
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Annex 4: Compilation of suggestions/issues from floor 

S.N Feedback/Suggestions 

1 

Joint Monitoring effect should be periodic (for which current 3R policy should be 

reviewed ) 

  Accredited body should be active. 

2 Forced and bonded labor policy or framework should be in place. 

  Indo-Nepal child protection Alliance should be linked. 

3 Formalization of Industry -a needed process we need to proceed. 

4 Young workers issues should be included. 

  Certified labor contractor provision should be made 

5 Clearly mention action plan on control of hazard on following levels:                   

Elimination, Substitution Engineering control ,administrative control and PPE 

6 Different work zone wise action plan should be made. 

7  EIA only is not enough also Environment and Health Impact Assessment(EHIA) of 

Brick Zones is needed. 

8 Promotion of Compressed earth bricks should be done. 

9 

How 'Environment Compliance Certificate' is different from "Pollution Control 

Certificate"? 

10  Health services in brick Kilns needs to be considered. 

11 Technology and measures to reduce energy consumption needs to be developed. 

12 Policy actions for improving EE in bricks sector should be included 

13 Child labor inspection and monitoring (CLIM)guideline is already in draft form so 

please mention that in recommendation. 

14 Review draft OHS guideline drafted by DOL. 

   Contract between employer and employee should be made before work starts. 

15 Implementation of the Animal Welfare directive (under the animal health and 

livestock service act 2055) in the brick factories. 

16 Inclusion of Animal Welfare should be considered. 

17 What is the age period of child which would be considered as Child labor? 

  

Report does not speak about the scenario of brick industry when country moves 

towards federation  
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  Is child labor is most in brick industry? 

18 

Collaboration of brick industry and university should be done for research like soil 

test. Industry, student and education sector all will be benefited by this. 

19 SAIEVAC initiated the first regional conference titled "Environment Human and child 

labor and animal welfare in South Asia: Tackling together to change the industry "- 

keeping in mind the importance of engaging and involving all stakeholders involved 

to bring positive change in the brick industry .Therefore it is important to use the 

emergence approach and address this issue together, so that no issue is left out. 

20 Study should be done on how to check the quality of coal. 

21 Which is the responsible organization to help children under child labor? 

22 There are issues of water scarcity especially in Terai near the brick industries, how to 

manage such issues, it should be clarified. 


